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Abstract: Denial of Service attacks constitutes significant threats on the Internet, especially to corporate organizations whose 

business activities are highly dependent on internet. At present, the internet has changed the way traditional essential services 

such as banking, insurance, transportation, telecommunication and commerce are being operated. These operations are being 

replaced by cheaper, more efficient Internet-based applications and services. This is as a result of the rapid growth and general 

acceptability of Internet in virtually every sector of the world’s economy. Unfortunately with the growth and diversification of 

Internet, counts of attacks on the Internet have also increased incredibly. Since the World is highly dependent on the Internet in 

recent times, availability of the Internet is very critical for the socio-economic growth of the society. Denial-of-service attacks 

occur almost every day, and the frequency as well as the volume of these attacks is on the increase every day. As a result, 

researchers have the responsibility to get details of these types of attacks to avoid the damaging reputational issues associated 

with them to corporate organizations such as financial institutions, telecom companies, web hosting and ISPs, who do not even 

disclose that they were blitzed by such attacks in recent times. Findings on these attacks can guide very well in the formulation 

of comprehensive defensive solutions going forward. In this paper, an overview of Denial-of-Service (DoS) & Distributed 

denial-of-service (DDOS) attacks are provided. Real distributed denial-of-service incidents, brief detail of most recent DDoS 

incidents on online organizations with their financial impact are analyzed and finally DOS and DDOS solution is highlighted  
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I. Introduction  
 
The original aim of Internet was to provide an open and scalable network, which could offer easy, fast and inexpensive communication 

mechanisms, and it was indeed very successful in accomplishing these particular goals. During Internet design, the functionality aspect 

was of much priority rather than security and as a result the design opens up several security issues that created room for various 

attacks on the Internet. Internet security has several aspects such as confidentiality, message integrity, availability, authentication, and 

non repudiation. Availability is one of the main aspects of Internet security. Attacks such as denial of service and its variant distributed 

denial of service attack target the availability of services on the Internet. Threat to the Internet availability is a big issue and hampering 

the growth of online businesses such as those that rely on having their websites 100% available to visitors, users and customers as well 

as organizations that also depend on the internet for their business activities. DDoS attacks are not new assaults against the Internet. 

DDoS attacks marked their presence in August 1999 and have continued to attack several web-based companies and websites 

(including high profile) ever since. Due to the lack of a comprehensive and effective solution to combat such DDoS attacks, they are 

growing in frequency and volume. This paper outlines DoS and DDoS attack overview and highlights some of the DDoS incidents that 

occurred from 1999 to 2011 and also demonstrates the need for a comprehensive DDoS solution to mitigate the risk of these attacks. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses overview of Dos and DDoS attacks. Section III highlights 

tools used for DDoS attacks on the Internet. Section IV gives the details of various DDoS incidents from year 1999 to 2008 and 

highlights some recent DDoS incidents in year 2009-2011 as well as 2014 in chronological order. Section V highlights monetary and 
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non monetary impacts on online organizations due to DDoS attacks. Section VI and VII discusses the DDoS defense mechanism and 

combat solutions. Finally, section VII concludes the paper. 

 

II. DoS and DDOS Overview  
According to the WWW Security FAQ, a DoS attack can be described as an attack designed to render a computer or network incapable 

of providing normal services. A DoS attack is characterized by an intentional attempt by malicious users/attackers to completely 

disrupt or degrade availability of services/resources to legitimate/authorized users (2). Hence, legitimate users are deprived of available 

services/resources they would normally expect to have. These attacks do not necessarily damage the data directly or permanently, but 

they deliberately compromise availability of the resources and thus, can cost the target a great deal of time and money. 

Some well known DoS attacks are SYN flood, Teardrop, Smurf, Ping of Death, Land, Finger Bomb, Black Holes, Snork, Octopus 

ARP Cache Poisoning and the Misdirection. With the advent of time after the launch of denial-of -service attacks, the attackers became 

aware of defense mechanisms that were implemented to prevent and mitigate DoS attacks and to trace the identity of attackers.  

Moreover, with the evolution of technology, ISPs became aware of how to prevent DoS attacks from blitzing their networks. Earlier 

DoS attacks were well known and can be defended by robust networking equipment and proper security practices. To overcome the 

downfalls of aggregate DoS attacks, the attackers launched Distributed DoS, which uses distributed traffic to attack victim also called 

Isotropic distribution. Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is the multitude form of denial of service (DoS) attack. DDoS is 

relatively simple, yet more powerful technique. It is a large-scale, coordinated attack on the availability of Internet services and 

resources. It uses same techniques as regular DoS, but on a much larger scale. It is a denial of service attack that occurs from more 

than one source, and/or more than one location, at the same time (8). The primary goal of these attacks is to prevent access to a 

particular resource like a Web site (3). DDoS attack attains its goal by flooding the victim with great volume of packets that consumes 

its network or processing capacity and thus denying access to its legitimate users. There are varieties of DDoS attacks as classified in 

(4), (5). However, the most common form of DDoS attacks is a packet-flooding attack, in which a large number of seemingly 

legitimate TCP, User Datagram Protocol (UDP), or Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packets are directed to a specific 

destination. 

 
DDoS attack does not rely on particular network protocol or system weakness. It simply exploits the huge resource asymmetry 

between the Internet and the victim (7). Since Internet architecture is open in nature, any machine attached to it is publically visible to 

another machines attached to enable the communication. The hacker or attacker community takes the unhealthy advantage of this open 

nature to discover any insecure machine connected to the Internet. The discovered machine is thus infected with the attack code. The 

infected machine can further be used to discover and infect another machine connected and so on. The attacker thus gradually prepares 

an attack network called botnet. Depending upon the attacking code, the compromised machines are called Masters/Handlers or 

zombies. Hackers send control instructions to masters, which in turn control zombies. The zombies under the control of 

masters/handlers transmit attack packets, which converge at victim to exhaust its resources. DDoS attack basically targets victim’s 

computational or communicational resources (11), such as bandwidth, memory, CPU cycle, file descriptors and buffers, etc. DDoS 

attack can be flooding attack or vulnerability attack (4), (9). Flooding attack eats up the victim resources by flooding the large volume 

of packets. Vulnerability attacks use the expected behavior of protocols such as TCP and HTTP to the attacker’s advantage. During 

flooding attack, the attackers congest the link between ISP edge router and victim’s access router by flooding packets towards victim. 

This results in the consequence that the legitimate clients are denied of the service due to limited bottleneck bandwidth. When the total 

request rate becomes more than total service rate the requests will start buffering at victim server and with the passage of time 

incoming requests are dropped due to buffer overflow. The congestion and flow control signals (16), 17) force the legitimate clients to 

decrease their rate of sending packets, however, attack packets continue to come at the distribution rate specified by attacker. Hence, a 

stage comes when whole of bottleneck bandwidth is seized by attack packets. As per (12), as attack strength grows by using multiple 

sources, the computational requirements of even filtering traffic of malicious flows become a burden at the target. The distributed 

nature of DDoS makes it very difficult to prevent and mitigate. The effects of DDoS attacks are very severe. It enables attacker to 

conceal its identity very well. 

 

III. Automatic attack tools  
Several well-known DDoS attack tools adopt the above attack architectures. These tools are designed to be versatile so that they 

can mount different types of attack payloads to the zombies. Several famous tools include the Tribe Flood Network 2000 

(TFN2K for short), the Trinoo and the Stacheldraht. These automatic attack tools are well designed and are effective in 

launching DDoS attacks (29). 

 

IV. DDOS Incidents of Important Websites and Organizations 
There are many occurrences that have been happening since the last eighteen years and there is still no effective control for this 

attack. One of the most talked about attack happened in the year 2000, February 7 when yahoo servers were crashed. The 

famous internet site was unavailable for several hours which affected the business of yahoo considerably. Buy.com, e-bay and 

CNN were the other giant companies that were attacked, the very next day after yahoo. E-bay is an e-commerce company that 

undertakes millions of transaction online. The site was completely inaccessible which incurred huge loss to the company. Even 

the most prominent Websites like Twitter, Facebook, Google etc couldn’t escape themselves from being hit by it, which caused 

millions of their users affected. The most eye opener case was the DDoS incident that targeted White house, Federal Trade 

Commission and the Department of the Treasury. Washington Post and the New York Stock exchange, NASDAQ. A Botnet 
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comprised of 30,000 – 60,000 infected computers were used. The attack traffic consumed 20-40 gigabytes of bandwidth per second. It 

was the largest attack traffic observed. Such attack caused target outage for 4-5 days which was the longest outage duration ever. 
 Nov 1988 - the Morris worm, written by Cornell CS graduate student Robert Morris, was the very first significant DoS 

attack. Morris put roughly 5000 machines out of commission for several hours.  

 Mar 1998 - Attackers exploited a problem with Windows NT servers, and successfully drove thousands of NT stations, 

including ones at NASA, MIT, U.S. Navy, and UC Berkeley offline. This DoS attack led to the formation of the FBI’s 

Infrastructure Protection and Computer Intrusion Squad, better known as the Power Rangers.  

 Feb 2000 - DDoS attack caused shutdown of Yahoo, eBay and Amazon for a few hours.  

 Jan 2001 - First major attack involving DNS servers as reflectors. The target was Register.com.  

 Feb 2001 - The Irish Government's Department of Finance server was hit by a denial of service attack carried out as part of a 

student campaign from NUI Maynooth.  

 May 2001 - Worm Code Red was supposed to attack White House website.  

 Oct 2002 - Attackers performed DNS Backbone DDoS Attacks on the DNS root servers and disrupted service at 9 of the 13 

root servers. Aug 2003 - Worm Blaster attacks Microsoft web pages.  

 Jan 2004 – MyDoom attacked 1 million computers.  

 Feb 2007 - Attackers performed a second set of DNS Backbone DDoS Attacks on the DNS root servers and caused 

disruptions at two of the root servers.  

 April-May 2007 - A spree of denial-of-service attacks against Estonia's prime minister, banks, and less-trafficked sites run 

by small schools. (http://www.computerworld.com/s/article/9019725/Estonia_recovers_from_massive_DDoS_attack)  

 July 2008 — A DDoS attack directed at Georgian government sites containing the message: "win+love+in+Rusia" 

effectively overloaded and shut down multiple Georgian servers. Websites targeted included the Web site of the Georgian 

president, Mikhail Saakashvili, rendered inoperable for 24 hours, and the National Bank of Georgia.  

 Apr 6-7, 2009 - Customers of The Planet are hit by web site outages as a result of a DDoS aimed at the huge hosting 

company.  

 Aug 6, 2009 - Several social networking sites, including Twitter, Facebook, Livejournal, and Google blogging pages were hit 

by DDoS attacks, Although Google came through with only minor set-backs, these attacks left Twitter crippled for hours and 

Facebook did eventually restore service although some users still experienced trouble.  

 Dec 23, 2009 DNS service provider Neustar Amazon, Wal-mart, and Expedia were affected. 60 min of outage. 

 March 30, 2011 On Blogging Platform Live Journal Experienced serious functionality problems for over 12 Hours and 

resumed on April 4 and 5, 2011. 

 On Feb 11, 2014 A massive DDoS attack hit EU- and US-based servers, with security companies reporting it to be even 

more powerful than last year’s Spamhaus attacks. While the method of the attack was not new CloudFlare warned there are 

―ugly things to come.‖ Only scant details about the attack were released by US-based web performance and security firm 

CloudFlare, which fought back against the distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack early Tuesday. According to CloudFlare 

CEO Matthew Prince, the attack reached 400 gigabits per second in power – some 100Gbps higher than the notorious Spamhaus 

cyber-assault of March 2013 that at the time was branded the largest-ever attack in the history of the internet.  

 On May 16, 2014 A massive DNS distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack was reported by US security firm Incapsula 

on one of its clients. This attack came, ironically, from the servers of two providers of anti-DDoS services. The attack originated 

from servers in China and Canada being targeted against the network of an online gaming firm (30), (31), (32). 

 
The observed DDoS incidents in the year 2010-2009 are outlined in Table I. in the chronological order. 

 

TABLE I. RECENT DDOS INCIDENTS 

S/No Date 
DDoS target/ 
incident Consequences/Description 

1 
December 8, 
2010 

MasterCard, PayPal, 
Visa. and PostFinance 

Attack was launched in support of WikiLeaks.ch and its founder. 
Attack lasts for more than 16 hours. 

2 

November 
30, 
2010 

whistleblower site 
Wikileaks 

Attack size was 10 Gbps. 
Caused the site unavailable to visitors. 
Attack was launched to prevent release of secret cables. 

3 

November 
28, 
2010 

whistleblower site 
Wikileaks 

Attack size was 2-4 Gbps. 
Attack was launched just after it released confidential US diplomatic 
cables. 

4 
November 
12, 

Domain registrar 
Register.com 

Impacted DNS, hosting and webmail clients. 
24 hours of outage 
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S/No Date 
DDoS target/ 
incident Consequences/Description 

2010 

5 
November 2, 
2010 

Burma’s main 
Internet 
provider 

Disrupted most network traffic in and out of the country for 2 days. 
Geopolitical motivated attack. 
Attack size was of 1.09 Gbps (average) & 14.58 Gbps (maximum) . 
Attack vectors were TCP Syn/rst 85%, flooding 15%. 

6 
October 1, 
2010 

MPAA & Indian tech 
firm Aiplex software 

At least hundreds of 4chan users at once executed attack in Pro-piracy 
protest. 
Simple application Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) was used. 

7 
September 1, 
2010 

Fast growing botnet 
“IMDDOS” was 
discovered 

Botnet’s motive was to provide commercial service for launching DDoS 
attacks 
against any target. 

8 

July and 
August, 
2010 

Irish Central 
Applications Office 
server Attack was hit on four different occasions. 

9 June 1, 2010 
Broadband forum 
Whirlpool 

Flooding DDoS attack. 
9 hours of outage. 

10 June 1, 2010 
UK- based Jewish 
Chronicle 

Website had to shut down its balanced coverage of the “Ashdod flotilla 
incident" 
immediately. 

11 May 1, 2010 

Botnet consisting of 
web servers was 
discovered 

Rather than individual PCs,servers were being used. 
An attacker named “Exeman” has infected around 400 web servers with 
a simple 
40-line PHP script. 

12 May 1, 2010 Vocus 
Caused connectivity disruptions across multiple websites. 
80 minutes of disruption. 

13 May 1, 2010 Web24 
Caused Connection issues for users of the Vocus network 
More than 12 hours of outage. 

14 April 1, 2010 Optus 
Sourced from China. 
4 hours of outage. 

15 
February 1, 
2010 

Australian Parliament 
House website 
(www.aph.gov.au) 

Attack was the part of protest by a group. 
50 minutes of outage. 

16 

December 
23, 
2009 

DNS services 
provider 
Neustar 

Amazon, Wal-Mart, and Expedia were affected. 
60 minutes of outage. 

17 July, 2009 

Major websites in 
South Korea and the 
United States 

Attack traffic consumed 20-40 gigabytes of bandwidth /sec 
Botnet of 30,000- 60,000 computers was used. 
Aimed at White House, Federal Trade Commission and the Department 
of the 
Treasury, Washington Post and NASDAQ. 
4-5 days of outage. 

18 June 1, 2009 The Pirate Bay Provoked by sellout to Global Gaming Factory X AB 

19 June 1, 2009 
Iranian government 
ahmedinejad.ir Cut off internet access for protesters inside Iran. 

20 April 1, 2009 
Cloud computing 
provider GoGrid Service was disrupted to about half of its 1,000 customers 

21 April 6-7, Web host The Planet Caused disruption for 8 hours. 
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S/No Date 
DDoS target/ 
incident Consequences/Description 

2009 

22 
April 2-5, 
2009 

Domain registrar 
Register.com Caused 48 hours of disruptions for its customers. 

23 
March 1, 
2009 UltraDNS 

Affected small subset of its customers. 
Caused several hours of disruption. 

24 
January 1, 
2009 GoDaddy.com 

Affected thousands of its shared hosting customers. 
Resulted into uptime of 64.26% and downtime of 4d 14h 7m. 

 

 

V. DDOS Impact  
The costs of DDoS attacks are monumental. Annually these attacks cost millions of dollars to various companies and represent a 

serious threat to any computer system. DDoS attack results in long system timeouts, lost revenues, large volumes of work to identify 

attacks and to prepare adequate response measures (22). Depending on the type of business, revenue losses can range from $100,000 to 

tens of millions of dollars per hour when services are down. Forrester, IDC and the Yankee Group estimate that the cost of a 24-hour 

outage for a large e-Commerce company can approach US $30 million (23). Further, not only do these attacks cost online 

organizations monetary losses, they may also cause irreparable damage to reputations and customer relationships. A series of DDoS 

attacks against Amazon, Yahoo, eBay and other major sites in February 2000 caused an estimated cumulative loss of US $1.7 billion, 

according to the Yankee Group (23). Analysts estimated that during the three hours Yahoo was down, it suffered a loss of e-commerce 

and advertising revenue that amounted to about $500,000. According to bookseller Amazon.com, its widely publicized attack resulted 

in a loss of $600,000 during the 10 hours it was down. According to a survey conducted by CSI in 2007, DDoS attacks were found to 

be one of the major reasons for financial losses (25) as depicted in Fig. 1 below, incurred almost $2,888,600 which is remarkable high 

sum of financial loss. 

 

 

Figure 1: Representation of financial losses arising from several forms of attacks and system compromise 

DDoS attacks are growing larger and more destructive as demonstrated in CISCO annual security report 2009 (26) depicted in Fig. 2. 

Over the last eight years, DDoS attacks have increased in both volume and frequency. The volume of DDoS attacks has increased by 

more than 1,000 times and has become a real threat for hosting companies and websites that require 100% uptime. In 2005, DDoS 
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attacks averaged several hundred per day. Reports indicate that by the middle of 2007, as many as 8,000 DDoS attacks were seen on a 

daily basis (23), which consume up to 3%-5% of all internet traffic. While the largest attacks in 2005 were 3.5 gigabit per second 

(Gbps), attack sizes in 2008 were measured to be 80 Gbps and larger. Attack sizes have increased to 80 Gbps in 2008 vs. 20 Gbps in 

2007, 10 Gbps in 2006, and 3.5 Gbps in 2005 and show no signs of slowing down. New types and variations of attacks are being 

continuously launched, including complex layer-7 HTTP and low and slow logic attacks (27). A survey of CSI conducted in 2007 also 

showed that DDoS attacks were among major reasons of economical losses. While most companies are often reluctant to publicize the 

attacks as they incur (27). The increased numbers of DDoS attacks in volume and frequency have led to development of numerous 

defense mechanisms. Still, the growing number of attacks and their financial implications highlighted the need of a comprehensive 

solution. Distributed defense is the only workable solution to combat DDoS attacks (28). There is a need of better ways to elicit the 

details of these attacks, only then a comprehensive distributed defense against DDoS attacks can be devised. 

 

 

 

 Figure 2. Vulnerabilities and threat categories 

 
The impact of DoS attacks can vary from minor inconvenience to use of a website, to serious financial losses for companies that 

rely on their on-line availability to do business. DoS attacks generally occur basically in improper system design, insufficient 

resource. It measure if the legitimate client’s receive acceptance service or not during attack. Many solutions have been 

proposed to require the source networks together with victims. The user must not feel threatened by the system, instead must 

accept it as a necessity one. In these days, all are equipped with system knowledge and so anybody can access the application 

easily with less effort. The Proposed system accessing process to solves problems what occurred in existing system. The current 

day-to-day operations of the organization can be fit into this system. Mainly operational feasibility should include on analysis of 

how the proposed system will affects the organizational structures and procedures.  

 

VI. DDoS Defense  
There are five approaches to combat DDoS: Prevention, Detection and Characterization, Trace back and Tolerance and 

Mitigation. Attack prevention aims to fix security holes, such as insecure protocols, weak authentication schemes and 

vulnerable computer systems, which can be used as stepping stones to launch a DoS attack. Attack detection aim to detect 

DDOS attacks in the process of an attack and characterization helps to discriminate attack traffic from legitimate traffic. 

Traceback aims to locate the attack source regardless of the spoofed source IP addresses in either process of attack (active) or 

after the attack (passive). Tolerance and mitigation aims to eliminate or curtail the affect of an attack and try to maximum the 

Quality of service (QOS) under attack. As DDOS is a distributed attack and because of high volume and rate of attack packets 

distributed instead of centralized defense is the first principle of DDOS defense. The results and losses due to DDoS attacks are 

disastrous and unimaginable, therefore it is really important some approaches to defend these attacks. Researchers have been 

evaluated these defense systems by approaches of Theory and Simulation. 

 

VII. DDoS Solution 
The Internet Protocol (IP) was designed to support ease of attachment of hosts to networks, and provides little support for 

verifying the contents of IP packet header fields. This makes it possible to fake the source address of packets, and hence 

difficult to identify the source of traffic. Moreover, there is no inherent support in the IP layer to check whether a source is 

authorized to access a service. Packets are delivered to their destination, and the server at the destination must decide whether to 

accept and service these packets. The existing problem can be overcome by implementing the local flow monitoring algorithm 
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and the IP trackback algorithm. The proposed system is to accomplish a denial of service state on systems; flood attacks aim to 

push limits of system usage to the out of boundaries determined by the normal usage scenarios.  

There are many situations in the real world scenarios that the HTTP flood attacks are not mitigated properly. Some of them 

might be related with security configuration weakness of the security device and others might be depending on an absence of a 

security device. Situations like these might be handled with the other security enhancements at the different level of the 

information technology architecture. This is where the web application level comes in. Unlike network-layer protection 

products, an application-layer solution works within the application that it is protecting. Web application is a bunch of 

technologies which serves for the web service. With the proposed system the web application firewall can avoid DoS attacks 

because it inspects HTTP traffic and checks their packets against rules such as to allow or deny protocols, ports, or IP addresses 

to stop web applications from being exploited. Architected as plug & play software, The proposed system provides optimal out-

of-the-box protection against DoS threats, Cross-site scripting, SQL Injection attacks, Path traversal and many other web attack 

techniques. The proposed system have the following comprehensive solutions:  

 Easy installation on Apache and IIS servers.  

 Strong security against known and emerging hacking attacks.  

 Best-of-breed predefined security rules for instant protection.  

 Interface and API for managing multiple servers with ease  

 Requires no additional hardware, and easily scales with your business.  

 

The proposed system is used to monitor all traffic entering and leaving the network. The user who enters into a server will be 

monitored by this method. Network simulator (Version2) known as NS2, is very helpful in understanding the dynamic nature of 

communication networks. Simulation of wired as well as wireless network functions and protocol can be done using NS2. It 

provides users with a way of specifying such network protocols and simulating their corresponding behaviors. Due to flexibility 

and modular nature.Ns2 outputs either text-based or animation-based simulation results. To interpret these results graphically 

and interactively, tools such as NAM (Network Animator) and Xgraph are used. Ns2 is event simulator where the advance of 

time depends on the timing of events which are maintained by a scheduler.  
 

VIII. Conclusions  
DoS attack are a serious problem on the internet and their rate of growth and wide acceptance challenge the general public. It is 

clear that the wave of DoS attacks will continue to pose significant threat. Network infrastructures enough to survive direct DoS 

attacks are limited and there are number of DDoS attack incidents. Not only DDOs incidents are growing day by day but the 

technique to attack, botnet size, and attack traffic are also attaining new heights. The major contributions of this paper are:  

 It gives overview of DoS and DDoS problem. 

 It briefs the main security holes that create room for these attacks. 

 Information about important DDoS incidents from year 1999-2011. 

 Chronological brief about recent DDoS incidents is provided. 

 Financial loss incurred due to DDoS attacks is also explored. 

 The need for comprehensive methods to elicit information of DDoS attack and effective preventive and mitigation methods 

are highlighted. 
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